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Caring will affect most of us at some 
point in our lives, some will become 
carers overnight and some people 
over a length of time.  Situations can 
be similar or unique but anyway it 
happens the people who are carers 
make our experience of supporting 
them incredibly rewarding.
There are around 90,000 carers 
supporting someone in Oxfordshire 
all of you, helping one or more people, 
children, and adults to be safe and 
well when they can’t manage without 
you. You do tremendous things for 
family, friends and for communities 
and this is why we are so pleased to 
be supporting you and why we’ve 
dedicated this edition to helping you 
to do something for you.
Often when we hear from carers, they 
tell us that some of the most valuable 
things our team do is support them 
with compassion and understanding 
and most of all that we help them to 
realise that they matter too. 
This edition of our magazine is for you 
because we think carers are amazing! 

If someone relies on you
you can rely on us

You  Matter

We’ve put together some things that 
we hope will inspire and help you 
to do SOMETHING FOR YOU, and to 
let you know how passionate we are 
about helping you to stay well. Some 
of the content comes from us at 
Carers Oxfordshire, some from other 
places but all is sent with kindness 
and thought to you. 
Because carers are doing something 
incredible but might never hear that 
thank you or reassurance that they 
are doing well. We want you to know 
that you are doing a great and vital 
job and it doesn’t go unnoticed by us.

Welcome from  
Carers Oxfordshire
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Healthy Mind
Thinking Positively

We asked them What helps them 
to stay positive? Some of our staff 
wanted to share their stories with 
you, to reassure you that we are  
indeed like you and to let us give 
you something to inspire you to 
keep going.

Sometimes it’s hard to be positive. Many of 
our team are or have been carers and they 
are often praised for their outlook when 
they support others. 

Music heals, hugs,  
and moves mountains.

Merisha said:  
“Music helps me think positively  
and always lifts my spirit. 
Some of my favourites are Xmas 
songs, driving Home for Christmas 
and step into Christmas.
Worship songs by Hillsong –  
Usually played while dancing  
around my living room.”
People quote about music all 
the time here are just a few: The 
perfectly fitting song can make 
everything better.

“Life seems to go on without  
effort when I am filled with  
music.” 
George Eliot

“Music is powerful. As people listen 
to it, they can be affected. They 
respond.” 
Ray Charles
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Socialising and having hobbies 
really helps, sometimes life feels 
too hectic trying to do a bit of 
everything, but I secretly enjoy 
it and the busier I am the more 
productive I will be with my time.  
Sometimes I even amaze myself 
what I can get done before nine in 
the morning. 
At the moment I’m learning dress 
making, it’s a wonderful feeling 
wearing something you have made, 
all the blood sweat, and tears is 
worth it.  

Hobbies 
really  
help

EMMA I think having 
healthy mental health 
helps me to be positive.

I amaze myself!
The more I do, the more confident 
and positive I become in my 
abilities. I just want to sew all the 
time!
I thought I’d share a pic of the 
dress I made for Christmas once I 
was ready for the party. 
I also made Steven a matching bow 
tie with left over fabric.
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MOIRA I post lots of positive quotes 
on my Facebook page, anything that 
I find inspiring, I post to my friends. It 
makes me feel good and it also makes 
my friends feel positive too. Positive 
quotes can be applied to various 
situations and because it is not coming 
‘directly’ from you, people will read it 
and take it on board. 
I do have to sometimes limit how many 
I post, as my son will occasionally ring 
me up and say, “are you alright Mum?” 
I have explained to him that sharing 
positivity is not a cry for help, but a way 
of offering help to others who are not 
feeling so good.
I also do cognitive behaviour therapy, 
glass half full rather than half empty. I 
had to learn this when my first husband 
died, I became severely depressed. 
He was a wonderful man who helped 
me understand that grief was allowed. 
Some days would feel awful, but that it 
would not be that way forever. Thirty-
two years later, I still talk about my late 
husband, but I don’t worry that I still 
talk about him. That’s the difference. 
He was a wonderful man and the father 
of my son, why would I not want to talk 
about him?

Sharing 
Positivity

REBECCA I started to really enjoy 
gardening about 9 years ago, when 
my children were small, and I was 
diagnosed with depression. I find 
that just getting on with the job in 
hand (usually weeding!) gives me 
time to sort out all the other rubbish 
that’s in my head, and mull over an-
ything that’s bothering me. By the 
end of an hour or so, I’ve usually 
got something to show for my time 
(a tidy herb border or some rows 
of seeds planted) and have often 
managed to work out how to begin 
to tackle any particular issues. I 
also love that you’re in the fresh air, 
and its sort of like exercising with-
out intentionally getting all sweaty, 
so you do come away feeling 
healthier too!

Exercise without  
intention
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I hope that these short pieces can 
inspire just one reader to take that 
step into the unknown.  Whether 
that step is into an activity like 
jogging, rediscovering an old hobby 
or reconnecting with an old friend. 
My journey started in 2015, when 
after years of battling depression 
and anxiety by overeating and 
drinking I decided to make a 
change. One cold winters morning 
I did something I hadn’t done 
before, I threw on some old jogging 
bottoms and a hoodie and stepped 
out of my front door for a run 
which after half a mile turned into a 
wheezy jog and eventually ended in 
me sat on a bench down by the river 
trying to keep my breakfast down. 

In the first few months of my 
journey, I wanted to throw in the 
towel, before during and after 
every jog, I craved the comfort of 
a takeaway and some of my other 
old vices but as time went on my 
wheezy jogs turned into enjoyable 
half marathons in London, Reading, 
Portsmouth and Newcastle. I 
dropped from 18st to 12st and my 
mental health stabilised for the first 
time in years.
Every good journey has its wrong 
turns, detours and diversions and 
I have learnt to accept that some 
days my illness will win but the 
most important thing is to keep 
pushing forward. 

Stepping 
into the 
unknown
I’m MATT, the short breaks 
Coordinator at Carers  
Oxfordshire. As you can 
probably tell I am a big fan 
of inspirational quotes. 

And to end on another old quote “The only impossible  
journey is the one you never begin.”  Tony Robbins
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My best 
mental 
health

FIONA 
‘For me positive health and well-being comes from swimming outside. 
You can sign up with an app called Actio and then book swimming in 
safe outdoor places which is amazing for fitness and mental health.’ 

‘Lot’s of open water 
swimming groups on 
Facebook too and there’s 
a woman called Kathleen 
Wooton on Facebook who 
is a carer and had mul-
tiple health problems, 
she took up open water 
swimming and it changed 
her life.’

https://www.mirror.
co.uk/news/real-life- 
stories/mum-who-heavy-
couldnt-walk-24917477

Change 
your  
life!

Photography by Andrew Smith @
 Creative Commoons.org
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A programme of leisure and  
therapeutic offers for carers to enjoy  
that will help you to do something for 
yourself.  Workshops are made for 
carers and are free for carers to attend.  
They can also help connect you with 
other carers.
Everything is easy to sign up to, you’ll 
find a link that will take you to the Car-
ers Journey offers – we created these 
specifically for carers and they won an 
award this year so they must be good.
Find out what’s available this year from 
our website.

G u i d ed  B u d d h i st 
M ed itati o n
Far Eastern Philosophy  
and Wellbeing  
28th Feb 2022 - 28th Mar 2022
Bring about eudemonic wellbeing  
in our lives. Some religious concepts 
from Far Eastern culture will be  
illustrated however Asian religion is 
not the foci. The course infers the 
tradition of eudaimonia from a  
variety of angles, with simple  
experimental exercises.

A RT  FO R 
R ELAXATI O N
Art for Relaxation III  
26th Apr 2022 - 24th May 2022
For centuries, people used  
creativity to deal with stress, 
cope with trauma and improve 
self-awareness and self-esteem. 
The purpose of this programme 
is to explore various forms of art 
styles inspired by some of the  
famous artists to help us relax.

Sign up to these fabulous free offers 
from our website carersoxfordshire.
org.uk/upcoming events.  
If you need help with this contact 
mattcarter@carersoxfordshire.org.uk
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m i n d fu ln ess
The Carer’s Journey to Peace 
and Joy  
25th Apr 2022 - 11th Jul 2022
How to self-manage yourself, deal 
with stress and anxiety replace 
them with desired well-being.

Yo ga  c lass
Link the body and the brain, 
helping to balance the nervous 
system into a place of safety and 
calm, settling the mind and  
physical responses to stress.

c r eati v e  w r iti n g
Creative Writing Non-Fiction  
21st Apr 2022 - 30th Jun 2022.
A fun and dynamic exploration of 
blogging, journaling, life writing, 
writing for well-being and personal 
development.

m a n ag i n g  
m eltd ow n s
Managing Meltdowns!  
29th Apr 2022 - 27th May 2022
A toolkit of ideas for parents caring 
for children with additional needs. 
Identifying triggers early to prevent 
things escalating and exploring 
ways to respond effectively to some 
challenging situations.

M ASSAG E
Self-massage using essential oils  
6th Jun 2022 - 11th Jul 2022
Increases circulation, stimulates 
organ function, helps our body  
detox, and improves sleep. It also 
has another potential anti-ageing 
benefit by nourishing our skin. (You 
will need massage oil or cream)

R ec la i m i n g m e
10th Jun 2022 - 1st Jul 2022
Explores the practical and  
emotional challenges associated 
with change and life after caring.

To sign up, go to the website carersoxfordshire.org.uk/upcoming events
10
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Walking the dog or just going for 
a walk on your own can make a 
great start to the day.  Try a smile 
and say hello or good morning to 
the people you see throughout 
the day, even if they’re strangers.  
You may be surprised how many 
people talk back.

Just acknowledging someone - by 
making eye contact and smiling 
helps people feel connected. It can 
help us to feel less isolated, less 
lonely, and less stressed. 
Talking to other carers can be a 
big comfort. Whether it’s talking 
about specific things or just a chat, 
whatever you feel, there are lots of 
groups for carers where you can 
talk in confidence. Find out about 
our carers groups on our website.  

Simple 
things 
to try

Hello
Hello

Talking to  
strangers strangely 
makes us happy
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Sometimes you might feel like there isn’t 
enough time in the day to get everything 
done, and you wish for more time… some-
times we don’t really need more time, we 
need more stillness. Stillness to recharge. 
Stillness so that we can feel whatever it is 
that we feel. 
It might feel strange but if you’re feeling 
overwhelmed and time-poor: find some 
space to have a little quiet time on your 
own, you can recharge, and you’ll be more 
able to tackle what’s left of the day. 

STOP 
a n d  R ec h a rg e

If you feel uncomfortable 
not doing something, 
like you’re “wasting time” 
here are some simple 
ways to have stillness 
to build into your regular 
day: 
- Try driving in silence, 
with your radio and 
phone off. 
- Eat meals out of the 
sight and sound of your 
phones and televisions. 
- Take a walk outside 
every day, preferably in 
nature, without a phone.

If it’s hard, just try a few 
minutes at a time, add-
ing a few minutes each 
day. Just practice: it’ll get 
easier, and you’ll soon 
feel the benefits.
If you find yourself star-
ing blankly into space. 
You aren’t wasting time. 
You’re catching up on 
your stillness.  
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It can be easy to rush through 
life without stopping to notice 
much.
Paying more attention to the 
present moment – to your own 
thoughts and feelings, and to 
the world around you – can  
improve your mental wellbeing.

If you’d like to find out what mindful- 
ness is, check out the NHS website: 
www.nhs.uk and type mindfulness 
into the search menu, select the 
option and get reading.
There’s a free carers Mindfulness 
group starting in April join from our 
website: CarersOxfordshire.org.uk 
and click the Upcoming Events tab 
there’s lots of other lovely things free 
for carers to do too.
By learning to be in the moment 
everything else becomes 
unimportant.
You can take small steps to develop 
Mindfulness in your own life. 
Get yourself back to the moment just 
for a few minutes with some simple 
but quirky tips to do at home: 

Brush your teeth using the hand 
you wouldn’t normally use; in a 
few seconds you’ll realise you 
need to concentrate on what 
you’re doing now and not what’s 
next on the agenda.
In few moments you can help 
yourself to remember something 
that you worry you might forget, 
this works best with small things 
such as the date of something or 
someone’s name when you don’t 
have a place to write it down: 
Make a fist with both hands, and 
squeeze while you say the thing 
you want to remember, realise 
how it feels when you squeeze 
your fist, do this a few times,  
you’ll notice you’re in the moment 
- repeat as many times as you 
feel you want to, strangely it also 
helps you to remember.
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Start small, with little bits of regular 
movement, it’s not only more 
achievable, but also more likely that 
you will find the motivation to do it.
This week, have a think about 
where in your day you could fit in a 
little walk or a little wiggle - a little 
morning stretch for 5 minutes or a 
10-minute walk, and for those who 
need more try a 15 minute home 
workout free on YouTube.
Start Small Ways to Move More:
• Take a longer route to the 

shops/post office/school. 
• Walk around the house while 

you’re on the phone. 

Take Good Care of Yourself

• Walk/squat/move around while 
the kettle boils or you are  
cleaning your teeth. 

• Get up 5 minutes earlier and do 
a morning stretch in your PJS. 

• Plan activities for social  
occasions e.g. a walk and  
coffee in the park, crazy golf,  
a visit to a local museum. 

Healthy 
Body

Exercise can very easily be bottom of your long list of things to 
do every day. The truth is, that to reap all the amazing benefits of 
exercise, you simply need to move more.

Try this 
at home
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Here’s some of the physical and 
mental health benefits that come 
with being more active:

• Improved sleep
• Reduced stress
• Improved mood
• Reduced risk of depression and 

anxiety
• Reduced risk of back pain and 

other muscle pain 
• Improved confidence and  

Improved relationships

Try this from home... it has loads of helpful things  
to help you make some healthy changes.

The Benefits To help you get active or 
find leisure events that are 
achievable for you, we’ve 
found some local offers  
you will like! There’s so 
much to choose from, there 
must be something for 
everyone, we’ve put some 
information  
from their  
websites as a  
taster for what  
they offer.

Better   Health   Campaign
Public Health England have launched a new major  
adult campaign called Better Health. Kick starting  
better eating and greater activity levels.  
Visit www.nhs.uk/better-health for more information.

If you’d like to go out and be with 
others while you’re being active,  
join ‘Go Active’, it’s a quick and simple 
way to join others getting active.
-  A ten-minute walk can be all you 

need to recharge your batteries.
-  Joining a group or club be fun and 

you meet other people.
-  If you’re a bit more adventurous Join 

for a jog, there’s offers for all levels  
of ability and motivation.

The choice of activities is amazing. 

You need to choose what’s available 
in your local area of Oxfordshire but 
there’s an easy selection method for 
that.
If your health has been affected by 
COVID 19 select ‘Move Together’ 
they support individuals, they’ll help 
you get started, find activities, and  
give you tips on how to get active in 
a way that’s suitable for you and they 
can send you an activity pack for use 
at home.

15
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The GO Active website has plenty of great tips to help your children get 
active at home and in your local community. It can help you find local cycle 
paths, walking routes, outdoor spaces and so much more - all designed 
to help your children achieve their 60 active minutes every day. So if 
you’re looking to get some peace and quiet why not join the children to 
something, you can sit back and have a coffee while they’re being active.
GO ACTIVE www.getoxfordshireactive.org

TAKE  A  BREAK
Whether it’s a ten-minute walk 
or a break away – we’re here to 
help carers find ways to look after 
their own wellbeing. A short break 
away from caring with a friend 
or other relative can give you a 
much-needed rest. We’ve become 
community partners with Carefree 
who have a fantastic offer for 
breaks just for carers.

How it works:
They ransform vacant 
accommodation into vital breaks for 
unpaid carers.
Breaks are specifically designed to 
give carers some time away from 
their caring responsibilities. You are 
welcome to take a companion with 
you, but not the person you care 
for. Or if you want to travel alone,  
that’s fine too.

GO  
ACTI V E!
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Everyone’s caring journey is 
different, and at Counselling 
Carers they support people of all 
ages and from all walks of life, 
giving confidential space to talk 
to a qualified professional about 
their caring experiences and the 
struggles they are facing.
They specialise in counselling 
for people who look after the 
most vulnerable members of our 
society, including those caring 
for disabled or elderly relatives, 
children with Special Educational 
Needs, adults with learning 
disabilities, and Looked After 
Children.
Financial pressure is very real for 
unpaid carers and so thanks to 
a partnership with The National 
Lottery they are currently able 
to offer a limited number of 
subsidised sessions to carers.   
To find out about this offer contact 
Matt by email on mattcarter@
carersoxfordshire.org.uk and 
he’ll talk it through with you

If someone relies on you

Accommodation  
is free to qualifying carers:
Hotel breaks 
• usually 3 nights  
• with 1 adult companion 
• Twin or Double room  
• Breakfast included. 
Holiday Cottage breaks  
• usually between 4-7 nights  
• 1 adult companion and/or  
  2 children  
• Self-catering
What you need to know:  
Carers are responsible for costs 
associated with transport, food, 
travel insurance, pets etc. and 
there’s a £25 admin fee that 
helps with their operating cost.
If you’d like to talk to us about 
help to get a break contact 
Matt by email on mattcarter@
carersoxfordshire.org.uk  and 
ask about the Carefree offer, he 
will talk through the offer and if 
he can, start you off on the road 
to a break away.

Take a 
Break

Counselling
Carers
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These days it’s hard to stay in touch 
with family and friends or services, 
or to find information without being 
online, and it is so important for our 
wellbeing that we can. Technology is 
increasingly being used and it should be 
easy, phones, laptops, ipads a plethora 
of gadgets to help.  However, we know 
there are people who don’t have a 
gadget to help with this and some that 
have a gadget but are not sure how or 
aren’t confident enough to use it.  

We’ve put together a few offers  
that can help:

ENRCH     
If you feel what you need might be 
more basic help such as how to 
hold the mouse or move around the 
screen or maybe you have some basic 
understanding and would benefit from 
some additional help. 
Enrych are offering a free one to 
one session at home to help you get 
connected. If you’d like to book a 
session (typically 1 hour) please call 
Susan Linnett on 07518 300387 and 
say Carers Oxfordshire sent you.

Online
Are you struggling because you need 
a device? We can help you apply for 
a reconditioned device and some 
support to get online if you need it - 
contact us 01235 424 715 between 
9 and 5, Monday to Friday and ask 
about ‘Getting Oxfordshire Online’. 
If you already have a device and 
you’re struggling to use it help is at 
hand in the community:

Tech   Buddies
Whether it is staying connected to 
family/friends over skype, doing 
online shopping, learning how to 
use zoom to join a virtual group or 
class, setting up an email, or simply 
learning how to use your IT gadget…
they are here for you. (Does not 
include online banking or specialised 
technical issues).
They will listen to what your issue is 
and if they can’t help you, they will 
know someone who can.  Contact 
Tech Buddies on 07584 148 507 
     

IT  
S U PPO RT
O FFER
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OX14   Postcode   Offer
An amazing and super successful pilot carried out with carers recently, 
firmed up an amazing partnership between Carers Oxfordshire and Thomas 
Frank and now we’re looking for carers to be part of the next stage.

Feet Up
Fridays

The project, providing a weekly 
nutritional, cooked meal for a carer 
and their family on Friday’s means 
the carer can have a break from 
preparing and cooking a meal. Here’s 
just a couple of quotes from those 
who took part in the pilot.
‘When you have a severely disabled 
child, sometimes your best laid plans 
to cook a nutritious meal go out of 
the window, therefore it has been 
incredibly useful & convenient to 
have tasty, nutritious meals in the 
freezer for days when things just 
don’t go to plan. This is especially 
invaluable when you have young 
children’. 
‘It enabled me to look forward to 
some “time off” thinking about 

what to prepare to eat, finding the 
energy to prepare it and having to 
consider what to cook that day. It is 
these seemingly small things that 
are actually the difference between 
whether someone can feel they 
are able to continue their caring role 
and being completely overwhelmed’.
We are looking for carers in the 
OX14 postcodes to be part of our 
project.  
If you’d like to be part of the next 
stage, you must be a carer living in 
the stated postcode area and be able 
provide details to us that confirm your 
address and caring role. If this is you 
find out more by email: mattcarter@
carersoxfordshire.org.uk
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Oxfordshire Care Awards

Do something Different  
and Make a Difference

The Awards ceremony itself is an uplifting 
and joyous event, which will take place on 
Monday 25 April 2022 

Nominate a friend, an unpaid 
carer, a colleague or a 
company who deserves to be 
recognised and celebrated at 
the Oxfordshire Care Awards 
2022! 
Across Oxfordshire, largely unseen 
and unsung, we know that every day, 
people are delivering outstanding 
care and making a real difference to 
people’s lives. I want to encourage 
you to join with us in celebrating their 
dedication and commitment and raising 
the profile of the vital services they 
deliver. 
Do you know a friend, an unpaid 
carer, a colleague or a company 
who deserves to be recognised and 
celebrated at the Oxfordshire Care 
Awards 2022? 
If the answer to this question is ‘yes’, 
please make a difference yourself by 
getting involved and nominating them 
for an Award!  
Nominations will open on Monday 10 
January 2022 and close on  5pm 18th 

March 2022, so why not make it one 
of your New Year Resolutions now to 
contact us on 0345 450 1276 or find 
out how to nominate someone on our 
website: www.ageuk.org.uk/oxfordshire   
The aim of the Oxfordshire Care 
Awards 2022 Inspiration for All! is to 
recognise and celebrate individuals, 
organisations, companies and groups 
who have demonstrated excellence 
within the care sector in Oxfordshire.  
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Inspiration for All categories  
Newcomer to Care Award 
- celebrates a new member of staff, who 
has shown empathy and responsiveness  
Care Home Worker Award 
- recognises someone who consistently 
provides high-quality residential care 
Unpaid Carer Award  
- recognises someone who freely gives 
their time, energy and skill to provide care 
and support   
Community/Home Care Worker Award  
- recognises someone who consistently 
provides high-quality home care  
Care Team Award  
- celebrates an outstanding team 
delivering great care, dignity and respect   
Care Employer Award  
- celebrates an employer committed to 
delivering excellent care   
Long-Term Service Award  
- recognises someone who has made a 
significant difference
Leadership Award  
- celebrates someone who shows a strong 
personal commitment to dignity and 
respect through their leadership   
Inspiration Award  
- an organisation or business (not a health 
or care agency) that inspires others with its 
high standards of care and compassion  
e.g.  a hairdresser, shop or library 
Josie’s Award  
- celebrates an individual of any kind who 
in some way is making an exceptional 
difference to dignity in care. Josie Smith 
was a remarkable force for good in the 
lives of people around her, and especially 
in the lives of people who needed care and 
support; an unstoppable influence for the 
better! We want to celebrate!  21
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and Make a Difference



Unpaid carers face many 
challenges, particularly during 
recent times as we all come to 
terms with the impact of  
COVID 19.
Supporting carers, offering 
practical and emotional help we 
maintain or improve the carers 
wellbeing, reduce loneliness and 
stress while also giving carers 
a voice to be seen, heard, and 
valued within our communities.

We think carers are amazing, carers 
are doing something incredible a 
great and vital job and it doesn’t go 
unnoticed by us.
We are looking to strengthen our 
trustee board to deliver our strategic 

plan. We would like to bring in 
diverse views and ensure we are 
standing for all the communities of 
Oxfordshire.
Being a Trustee is an opportunity 
to be a part of our charity whose 
work with Carers is valuable to 
Oxfordshire, and to bring experience 
and compassion that influences how 
our charity works. 
All our Trustees are volunteers  
and are essential to our work, they 
have responsibility for governing  
the charity,  
helping  
direct how it is  
managed and run.
 

VO U NTEER
AS  a  TRU STEE
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Take part
Better provision and practice 
are developed through research. 
Improving prevention, service and 
support means better quality of 
life. But research is only possible 
thanks to the people, of all ages, 
who take part.
Have you ever thought or even 
said I don’t wish this to happen to 
anyone else? 
Have you felt well looked after and 
wanted people to know how good 
things were for you?
We frequently receive invitations for 
carers to take part in consultation 
and research, if you feel you could 
take part you can find out what’s 
currently being researched on our 
website, take a look and if you can 
take part, you can help improve 
things for carers.

Are you or is someone you 
support, struggling to keep 
their home warm?
When you hear 
Eat or Heat  
does this feel  
like you?

The rising cost of energy  
is worrying for most of us, and 
some people may be struggling to 
heat their homes.  
Better Housing Better Health can 
give advice and, in some cases, 
financial support to help you stay 
warm, and well at home.  
Telephone 0800 107 0044 
to speak to them or call our 
Carersline 01235 424 715  
Monday to Friday 9-5 our team 
can help connect you. 
Living conditions are an important 
part of being healthy if you’re 
struggling, get help to stay warm 
and well in winter.

Stay Warm
and 
Well
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Together with our CEO and our 
strong management team, we are 
looking for trustees with the energy 
to be effective about carers in 
Oxfordshire. If you are interested 
and would like to request our 
Trustee Recruitment information 
pack, contact:
Michelle, by email 
to michelleevans@
carersoxfordshire.org.uk or call 
07557 038 277



Out of hours Duty  
Social Worker    0800 833 408
Child & Adult Social Care  0345 050 7666
Carers Oxfordshire   01235 424 715
Abingdon & Witney College  01235 555 585
Enrych IT Support   07518 300 387
Oxfordshire Family  
Information Service   01865 323 332
Age UK Oxfordshire   0345 450 1276
Carers UK    0808 808 7777
Oxfordshire Mind   01865 247 788
Oxfordshire Family  
Support Network   07821 987 080
Samaritans    116 123
The Money Advice Service  0800 138 7777

Carers Oxfordshire is a joint project between Action for Carers 
(Oxfordshire) charity number: 1149577 and Rethink Mental Illness. 
We will store and process your information in accordance with the 
requirements of our data protection policies and in keeping with the  
Data Protection Act 1998.
If you would rather not receive this newsletter, or your circumstances 
have changed, please let us know by calling: 01235 424 715 or  
Email carersinfo@carersoxfordshire.org.uk

USEfUL  NUMBERS

If someone relies on you
you can rely on us


